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Decades have passed since the stunning four-winged

phenotype of the Drosophila Ultrabithorax (Ubx) mutant was

reported, and accumulating knowledge obtained from studies

on Ubx in Drosophila has provided a framework to investigate

the role of Ubx during insect wing evolution. With several new

insights emerging from recent studies in non-Drosophila

insects, along with the outcomes of genomic studies focused

on identifying Ubx targets, it appears to be an appropriate time

to revisit the Drosophila paradigm regarding insect wing

development and evolution. Here, I review the recent findings

related to Ubx during wing development, and discuss the

impact of these findings on the current view of how Ubx came

to regulate wing differentiation in the evolution of insect flight

structures.
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Introduction
Insect wings display an astonishing array of diversity in

their shape, size, and color, which has captivated scien-

tists and nonscientists alike for centuries [1]. Although

the origin of insect wings remains a mystery and is

regarded as a chief conundrum in biology [2], it is gener-

ally assumed that insect wings have evolved only once in

the hexapod lineage (i.e. are monophyletic) [3–5]. Based

on the fossil record, the common ancestor of all winged-

insects appears to have had two (or perhaps three) pairs of

large membranous flight wings on its second and third

thoracic segments (T2 and T3) [6], similar to the situation

seen in the extant paleopteran insects, such as dragonflies.

Those two pairs of wings have been modified uniquely in

each lineage throughout the evolution of winged insects,

allowing them to pursue various niches. In addition,

modification often occurs differently between the two
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pairs of wings (i.e. forewing/hindwing differentiation),

creating further diversity in insect wings. Diversification

of wings has been a major driving force for the successful

radiation of insects, which has made them one of the

dominant taxa on this planet. Although wing develop-

ment has been extensively studied in the fruit fly, Dro-
sophila melanogaster, the molecular and developmental

mechanisms driving the production of diverse wings in

the vast majority of insect orders have just begun to be

investigated. In this review, I focus on the evolution of

forewing/hindwing differentiation mechanisms (with a

particular emphasis on the Hox gene Ultrabithorax,

Ubx), and discuss how new insights obtained from recent

studies in Drosophila and other insects impact our current

view of the molecular mechanisms responsible for the

creation of some of the most beautiful examples of

diversity seen on this planet.

Forewing/hindwing differentiation in
Drosophila
As is true in many other developmental contexts, the

forewing/hindwing differentiation mechanism has been

most intensively studied in Drosophila. In dipteran

insects, such as Drosophila, the forewing (T2 wing) is

used for flight, while the hindwing (T3 wing) is highly

reduced to form a balancing structure called a haltere.

The key factor that controls this forewing/hindwing dif-

ferentiation is the Hox gene, Ubx. Since the removal of

Ubx alone is sufficient to induce a transformation of

haltere into forewing, Ubx is generally regarded as the

selector gene of haltere identity [7]. Intrigued by the

stunning four-winged phenotype of the Ubx mutant fly

that was first reported by Lewis [8], many studies have

sought to uncover the function of Ubx in regard to

forewing/hindwing differentiation in Drosophila. Those

studies have revealed that Ubx controls the transcription

of many genes involved in wing development (wing

genes). Ubx acts as a repressor of the expression of several

known wing genes [9,10], however, it also activates some

haltere-specific genes [11�,12�]. An unexpected outcome

of these studies was the realization that, instead of repres-

sing at a single point at the top of the wing gene network,

Ubx appears to act as a micromanager in haltere, repres-

sing multiple steps in the wing gene network [9,13].

Among the wing genes that are repressed by Ubx are

spalt (sal), vestigial (vg), serum response factor (srf), knirps
(kn), and achaete/scute (ac/sc) [9]. These genes code for

transcription factors essential for wing patterning and

development. For sal and kn, it was shown that Ubx

directly binds to the cis-regulatory elements of these
www.sciencedirect.com
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genes and suppresses their expression [14,15]. In addi-

tion, Ubx also regulates the activity of some growth

signals (such as Dpp, Wg, and Hippo signals) by control-

ling the expression of some of their signal transducer

genes, and promotes the haltere identity in a cell non-

autonomous manner [10,11�,16–21].

In contrast to the Ubx-dependent state of the dipteran

hindwing, the forewing in Diptera is thought to be a Hox-

free state, since removing the function of the only Hox

gene expressed in the forewing, Antennapedia (Antp), has

no effect on wing morphology [22,23].
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Evolutionary implication of Drosophila
findings
An interesting view of the evolution of insect forewing/

hindwing emerges when we consider the evolutionary

implications of the findings obtained from Drosophila
studies (Figure 1). As mentioned, fossil evidence suggests

that an ancestral insect had two (or three) pairs of rela-

tively unmodified wings on their thoracic segments. Since

Drosophila forewings (which maintain relatively ancestral

morphology) are Hox-free structures, the assumption is

that all of the ancestral wings were Hox-free structures,

and Ubx (or any other Hox genes) did not have any
Current Opinion in Insect Science
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Box 1 Exoskeletalization

This is a word introduced by Tomoyasu et al. [35�]. Although

‘sclerotized’ is the word most often used to describe the hardened

elytron cuticle, this hardening is not achieved by simple sclerotiza-

tion. The elytra are indeed highly sclerotized (a biochemistry term

describing chemical bridging between proteins [52]). However, this

sclerotization is accompanied by several additional processes in

elytra, including the induction of more chitin, induction of various

cuticle proteins, and pigmentation. Thus, the formation of elytron-

type cuticle is achieved by a process that coordinates these

independent cuticular processes, namely ‘exoskeletalization’.
significant function during wing development [7,22]. In

the lineage leading to Drosophila, Ubx has come to modify

hindwings to form halteres by gaining an array of target

genes (Figure 1). The acquisition of target genes by Ubx

has likely been achieved through the evolution of Ubx

binding sites in the cis-regulatory elements of wing genes

[9,12�,14,15]. In contrast, Drosophila forewings have

maintained a Hox-free state, namely the membranous

flight wing. The micromanager role of Ubx may imply

that the evolution of the haltere happened gradually,

through Ubx sequentially acquiring control over various

wing genes.

This view fits well with the situation in butterflies, as Ubx

is also expressed in the hindwing and determines hindw-

ing specific traits [24,25]. Therefore, it is possible to think

that, in butterflies, the lineage specific modifications have

occurred on both forewings and hindwings (such as the

scales that cover butterfly wings [26] and eye spots [27]),

while Ubx has come to regulate a set of wing genes

different from that of Drosophila, orchestrating fore-

wing/hindwing differentiation in a butterfly-specific man-

ner [24].

Forewing/hindwing differentiation in beetles
The two pairs of insect wings have been modified unique-

ly in various lineages, some of which may not be easily

explained with the Drosophila paradigm described above.

One such example is found in Coleoptera. Forewing/

hindwing differentiation in beetles is, in a way, reversed

compared to that of dipteran insects; it is the forewing

(elytron) that is modified, while the hindwing retains

more ancestral flight wing characteristics. One possible

explanation for this ‘reversed’ modification is that Ubx
plays a role in the forewing instead of hindwing in beetles,

and is responsible for the modification of the beetle

forewing into the elytron. Some earlier observations in-

deed supported this view. For example, an allele of classic

Ubx mutants in the red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum,

exhibits morphological abnormalities on their elytra

[28,29]. In addition, the Ubx expression domain expands

into T2 in the Tribolium embryo [29] (cf. Ubx is expressed

in T3 and posterior in Drosophila [7,30]). These observa-

tions led to the idea that Ubx might be regulating the

modification of the forewing in beetles [29].

However, a later analysis revealed that this is not the case

[31,32]. Through RNA interference (RNAi) for various

Hox genes during the post-embryonic stage of Tribolium,

the beetle elytron is shown to be the Hox-free state

despite its diverged morphology (Figure 1). Ubx is

expressed specifically in the beetle hindwing, but instead

of modifying wings, Ubx cancels the modifications in the

hindwing to retain the more ancestral wing morphology.

The beetle orthologs of wing genes that are repressed by

Ubx in Drosophila, such as sal, are positively regulated by

Ubx in Tribolium [31]. It is also worth mentioning that Ubx
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is dispensable for wing development in dipteran and

lepidopteran insects [9,24], but is essential for wing

development in beetles (i.e. the membranous flight wing

of beetle cannot be formed without Ubx). These results

suggest that Ubx has integrated into a basic wing gene

network to promote wing development in the beetle

lineage, while forewing modification into elytra took

place without any Hox input.

Evolution of the Hox free state and the Ubx-
dependent dual functions of wing genes
Subsequent studies in Tribolium have provided further

insights into how the evolution of elytra took place. The

beetle elytra are not simply hardened forewings, but

rather display highly diverged morphologies in their

shape, size, texture, and color [33,34]. Regarding the

acquisition of the ‘exoskeletalized’ surface of elytra

(see Box 1), the exoskeletalization pathway appears to

be co-opted into the conserved wing gene network at least

three times, first under the vein patterning genes, then

under a sensory formation gene (achaete-scute homolog,

ASH) and under the dorsal selector, apterous (ap, there

are two ap paralogs in Tribolium) [35�,36]. Regarding the

unique shape of the elytra, another wing gene, abrupt (ab),

appears to have gained a new function to control the

forewing shape in the beetle lineage [37]. The molecular

basis underlying the evolution of other elytron unique

traits is currently under investigation.

It is important to mention that the genes identified as

gaining new functions to induce elytron specific traits

(such as ap, ASH, and ab) are also required for the

formation of the membranous hindwings. However, in

the hindwing, these genes do not induce the elytron-

specific traits and instead execute evolutionarily con-

served wing functions, such as vein pattern determination

and sensory organ induction [35�,37–41]. How, then, does

Ubx suppress only the elytron unique functions of these

genes without compromising their hindwing functions? A

clue is found in the outcome of the ap RNAi in Tribolium,

which resulted in not only the loss of an elytron unique

trait in the elytron, but also the ectopic induction of

elytron traits in the hindwing [35�]. This result suggests

that Ap switches its function depending on the presence
www.sciencedirect.com
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and absence of Ubx; it acts as an elytron-trait inducer

when Ubx is absent, but acts as an elytron-trait repressor

when Ubx is present. ap encodes a LIM homeodomain

protein, which is known to interact with another home-

odomain protein [42]. Therefore, it is intriguing to think

that Ubx physically interacts with Ap to achieve the

switching of Ap function in the hindwing. More recently,

optomotor blind (omb), another wing gene, is shown to have

similar dual functions [43�]. Omb is well-established as a

critical transcription factor promoting cell proliferation

and survival during wing development [44]. Surprisingly,

Simon and Guerrero showed that, in haltere where Ubx is

present, Omb suppresses cell proliferation [43�]. This

finding implies that Ubx collaborates with various

wing-related transcription factors instead of acting by

itself. This mode of action may have allowed Ubx to

have another level of regulation over the wing gene

network; namely, Ubx not only controls the expression

of wing genes, but also modulates the function of the wing

related transcription factors. These two levels of regula-

tion might be a hint as to how Ubx has come to regulate

wing development very differently among various insects,

from modifying the Hox-free state into a more derived

structure in flies, to canceling the modifications on the

Hox-free state to maintain the more ancestral flight wing

characteristics in beetles.

Genome-wide identification of Ubx targets
during haltere development in Drosophila
Most of the above mentioned studies were focused only

on a handful of candidate genes. However, advances in

molecular biology techniques have allowed genome-wide

analyses, which provided a more comprehensive view of

Ubx function during forewing/hindwing differentiation in

Drosophila.

One such analysis is a microarray-based identification of

genes that are differentially expressed between the Ubx�
and Ubx+ conditions (e.g. a comparison between wing and

haltere, Ubx conditional misexpression versus control, or a

comparison between wild-type wing and wing of a Ubx
gain-of-function allele Cbx). Three research groups inde-

pendently performed these analyses, with each study

identifying hundreds of genes potentially regulated by

Ubx during Drosophila haltere development [11�,12�,45�].
Many known wing genes were identified as potential Ubx

targets, but also identified were genes that are involved in

fundamental cellular processes and metabolism. These

results provided a first look at the pervasiveness of Ubx

regulation over the wing gene network. Another interest-

ing finding is that Ubx target genes appear to be largely

distinct at different stages of wing development [45�],
suggesting a dynamic nature of the regulation by Ubx

over the course of haltere development.

The genes identified through the above microarray anal-

yses are candidates for primary Ubx targets, however,
www.sciencedirect.com 
some of these genes might be regulated by Ubx indirectly.

Three studies sought to identify the direct targets of Ubx

using CHIP (CHromatin ImmunoPrecipitation)-chip

analysis in Drosophila [46�,47�,48�]. This technique allows

genome-wide identification of in vivo Ubx binding sites

during haltere development. These studies identified

hundreds of additional genes that can be directly regulated

by Ubx. The overlap between the CHIP-chip identified

Ubx targets and the Ubx targets from microarray ranges

from �5% (26/542 in [46�] and 191/3400 in [48�]) to �20%

(294/1488 in [47�]). Interpreting this overlap is difficult

due to the dynamic nature of the haltere transcriptome

throughout the course of development [45�]. Despite this

difficulty, the broad consensus is that Ubx binding may

not necessarily be associated with the genes whose ex-

pression is regulated differentially between wings and

halteres. It is still possible that Ubx regulates target gene

expression only slightly, at the level that is below detec-

tion of current differential gene analyses, or in a spatially

distinct manner in the haltere compared to the wing,

without affecting the total expression level of the gene

in these two tissues. Nonetheless, the large number of

gene loci associated with Ubx binding that are expressed

similarly between wings and halteres suggests that the

binding of Ubx to DNA itself might not be sufficient for

the function of Ubx (i.e. having Ubx bound in the vicinity

does not mean that the gene is regulated by Ubx). Addi-

tional factors may be required for Ubx to be functional,

such as other wing related transcription factors, as postu-

lated in the previous section. Agrawal et al. also proposed

that Trithorax-like (Trl or GAF) might work with Ubx

during haltere development [46�]. Chromatin accessibility

is also shown to largely influence where Ubx binds in the

genome [46�,47�,48�]. For example, Choo et al. noticed

that the binding profiles of two transcription factors (Ubx

and Hth) are very similar (if not identical) in haltere, even

though Hth is not functional or expressed in the pouch

region of the haltere disk, where Ubx has a major role in

determining the identity of haltere [47�]. This suggests

that the binding of these transcription factors to the

genome may not be as functionally relevant as we initially

anticipated. The authors discussed that the Ubx binding

loci they identified may be related to chromatin accessi-

bility and may not necessarily be the bona fide Ubx target

binding sites. In addition, Slattery et al. observed that Ubx

binding profiles are similar between halteres and legs

(although the authors also saw tissue specific bindings)

[48�], even though the sets of genes regulated by Ubx are

likely distinct between these two tissues. These observa-

tions raise the possibility that Ubx might have a tendency

toward binding to open chromatin regions, but some

(most?) of these bindings may not be functionally signifi-

cant on their own.

Later, McKay and Lieb performed Formaldehyde-

Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE)-se-

quencing to profile genome-wide chromatin accessibility
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2017, 19:8–15
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in various tissues, including developing wings and hal-

teres [49��]. Their finding was rather surprising, as the

chromatin accessibility turned out to be almost identical

among related tissues, such as wings, halteres, and legs,

except at the loci encoding the ‘master regulators’ [49��].
This result indicates that chromatin accessibility is pre-

determined by a factor other than the master regulators,

and the master regulators (e.g. Ubx in haltere) mainly

access these open chromatin regions to activate a tissue

specific developmental program. The authors also found

that open chromatin profiles for the related tissues (leg,

haltere, and wing) change coordinately and significantly

over developmental time, which is consistent with the

earlier finding obtained from the microarray analysis

regarding the dynamic nature of the Ubx target-gene

transcriptomes over developmental time [45�].

Taken together, genome-wide analyses in Drosophila
have revealed several new aspects of Ubx action during

haltere development: first, a surprisingly large number of

genes (hundreds, if not thousands) might be controlled by

Ubx during haltere development, second, Ubx binds to

hundreds of loci in the genome during haltere develop-

ment, but the act of Ubx binding to these loci alone might

not be sufficient for Ubx to regulate the expression of

nearby genes, third, the sites that Ubx binds in the

genome might, in part, be controlled by chromatin acces-

sibility, which is predetermined by a factor other than

Ubx, and fourth, additional factors might partner with

Ubx to promote haltere development.

New insights obtained from a genome-wide
Ubx target identification study in other
holometabolous insects
More recently, Prasad and Tarikere et al. analyzed the

involvement of Ubx during wing development in two

additional holometabolous insects, Bombyx mori (silkmoth,

Lepidoptera) and Apis mellifera (honeybee, Hymenoptera)

[50��]. Unlike flies and beetles, these two orders of species

possess two pairs of flight wings, making comparisons of

the Ubx function in these insects to that in Drosophila very

interesting. The authors performed a series of expression

analyses, as well as CHIP-sequencing (CHIP-seq) to

identify Ubx targets during wing development genome-

wide. This study made several surprising findings. First,

although Ubx is expressed specifically in the hindwing in

Bombyx (consistent with the earlier report in another

lepidopteran species [24,25]), Ubx was found to be

expressed BOTH in the forewing and hindwing in Apis
(though Ubx expression in the forewing might be slightly

lower). This finding has a significant impact on our current

model regarding the involvement of Ubx in the evolution

of insect forewing/hindwing differentiation. Second, their

CHIPseq analysis identified a large number of possible

direct Ubx targets that are shared among Drosophila, Apis,
and Bombyx. This rather contradicts the current view of

insect wing evolution, as the current model proposes that
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2017, 19:8–15 
Ubx has gained a distinct set of target genes in each

lineage, which has promoted the diversification of wing

morphologies among different species. Third, a significant

number of genes are found to be putative Ubx targets in

both the forewing and the hindwing of Apis, even though

the morphology of these two wings are quite similar

(which implies that the gene regulation between these

two wings should also be similar). This again suggests that

Ubx binding itself might not be functionally significant.

Most notably, vg, an important wing gene, is found to be a

target of Ubx in both forewings and hindwings. The

authors identified a possible wing enhancer from the Apis
vg locus (which contains Ubx binding sites), and assessed

its activity in Drosophila. Surprisingly, this enhancer was

found to be active in both wings and halteres in Drosophila,

despite the presence of Ubx binding sites in the enhancer.

Although it is important to confirm that Ubx indeed binds

to this Apis vg enhancer during haltere development in

Drosophila, this result further supports the idea that Ubx

binding to DNA might not be sufficient to confer tran-

scriptional regulatory function upon Ubx. Taken together,

the findings from other holometabolous insects provide

several intriguing new insights, which may necessitate a

revision of the current view of the role of Ubx in insect

wing evolution.

Re-thinking the involvement of Ubx in the
evolution of forewing/hindwing differentiation
Studies in Drosophila have provided us with a detailed

view of how Ubx coordinates forewing/hindwing differ-

entiation by acting as the haltere selector gene, which in

turn has given us a framework to understand the evolution

of forewing/hindwing differentiation in other insects.

Now, with new insights from studies in non-Drosophila
insects, along with the outcomes from some genome-wide

studies on Ubx function in Drosophila, it appears to be an

appropriate time to revisit the Drosophila paradigm and

re-think the involvement of Ubx in the evolution of

forewing/hindwing differentiation.

After Ubx was confirmed to be the hindwing selector gene

not only in flies, but also in beetles and butterflies

[24,31,32], the consensus was that, even in other insects,

the forewing represents the Hox-free state (whether it is a

membranous flight wing or a modified structure), and Ubx
changes the Hox-free morphology into the hindwing.

However, the Ubx expression in both forewings and

hindwings of Apis poses a significant challenge to this view.

Is the Apis situation unique to Hymenoptera (or even just

to the lineage leading to Apis), or should we expect to find a

similar situation in other insects? Since Hymenoptera is

considered to be a basal lineage in holometabola [51], it is

even possible that Ubx expression in both forewings and

hindwings represents an ancestral state. It will be critical to

investigate Ubx expression in the forewing and the hindw-

ing of various other insect orders to further assess the

ancestral status of Ubx expression.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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The idea that all wings were Hox-free in the ancestral

state was based on the fact that Drosophila forewing

(which is a membranous flight wing) represents a Hox-

free state. This view was, in a way, already challenged

when the highly modified beetle forewing was found to

be a Hox-free state [31]. However, the beetle situation

was explainable with the Drosophila paradigm by consid-

ering that Ubx acts in the opposite way to that in Dro-
sophila; namely, the evolutionary modification of wings in

beetles occurred without Hox input, and Ubx evolved to

cancel the modifications in the hindwing to maintain the

more ancestral flight wing characteristics. Again, the Apis
situation now brings another challenge to the traditional

view regarding the Hox-independent nature of the an-

cestral wings. One interesting point to consider is the

origin of insect wings. Although the exact tissues that

served as the origin of insect wings are still a mystery

(reviewed in [2]), those tissues could have already been

under the control of Hox genes. This view could signifi-

cantly challenge the current Drosophila paradigm, as Hox

genes would have been a part of the wing gene network in

the ancestral situation and forewings became Hox-free in

some lineages.

Whether the Apis situation is ancestral or specific to this

lineage, it will be interesting to investigate what will

happen when Ubx is removed from the Apis wing. Will

that reveal a hidden default state of hymenopteran wings?

Or perhaps Ubx is an essential part of the wing gene

network in Apis, and the removal of Ubx may prevent

wings (both forewings and hindwings) to form. Yet an-

other possibility is that, despite the expression of Ubx in

the forewing, Ubx may not be functional in this tissue in
www.sciencedirect.com 
Apis. Detailed functional analyses for Ubx in Apis will

provide a new view on the role of Ubx during insect wing

development.

Genome-wide surveys for Ubx targets in Drosophila using

various genomic techniques also provided some intriguing

new insights that may encourage a revision of the current

view on how Ubx has come to control hindwing develop-

ment (note that whether the following discussion is appli-

cable to a wider insect taxonomy, including both

hemimetabola and holometabola, or limited to specific

holometabolous lineages, depends on how far back the

hindwing specific Ubx expression goes in insect evolu-

tion). The main mechanism in the current view of the

evolution of forewing/hindwing differentiation is that Ubx

has gained binding sites to a distinct set of genes in each

lineage, allowing Ubx to modify the Hox-free state of the

wing in a lineage-specific manner (Figure 2a). However,

the presence of a large number of shared Ubx targets

among three insect orders suggest that Ubx might have

had binding sites to a certain set of genes even in the

common ancestor of these orders. The CHIP analyses in

Drosophila and other insects suggest that these binding

sites may correspond to open chromatin regions that

contain genes important for wing development in general.

Thus, it is intriguing to speculate that Ubx was binding to

various sites on the genome even in the ancestral state.

Most of the Ubx binding to DNA could have been neutral

in regard to forewing/hindwing differentiation, since the

two pairs of wings in the ancestral state had relatively

similar morphologies. In this model, the binding sites

would have been largely determined by chromatin acces-

sibility (i.e. gene loci important for wing development are
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2017, 19:8–15
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more open), thus restricting most of the Ubx binding sites

to the loci important for wing development (Figure 2b).

Then, in each lineage, some factors evolved to potentiate

Ubx (either as an activator or repressor) at a distinct set of

loci, resulting in Ubx-dependent hindwing differentiation

in a lineage specific manner (Figure 2b). The factors that

potentiate Ubx can be new binding partners of Ubx or

chromatin modification factors that could further modu-

late the chromatin status. This model could explain why

Ubx has a tendency to regulate a similar set of genes

among different insects, and also why Ubx binding at

some (many?) loci appears to be functionally neutral in

Drosophila and other insects.

This ‘potentiation of Ubx’ could be facilitated by changes

in either cis or trans. It can be achieved through cofactor/

binding partner proteins gaining binding sites near the

Ubx site (cis changes), or through the Ubx protein gaining

an ability to bind to other proteins (trans changes). Iden-

tifying the factors that potentiate Ubx will be critical to

test this model. As mentioned, Ap and Omb appear to be

good candidates [35�,43�], and Trl (GAF) is also promis-

ing as a potentiation factor [50��].

Conclusion
The four-winged phenotype of the Drosophila Ubx mutant

has been one of the most symbolic figures in developmen-

tal biology, epitomizing how influential one gene can be to

the development of an organism. The same Ubx pheno-

type has been quite iconic in evolutionary biology as well,

since this phenotype exemplifies that, through genetic

manipulation, we might be able to strip away evolutionary

modifications from extant organisms to understand the

molecular changes that have facilitated morphological

evolution. Decades have passed since the four-winged

phenotype has been reported, and accumulating knowl-

edge obtained from studies on Ubx in Drosophila has

provided us with a framework to investigate the role of

Ubx in the evolution of insect wings. Until recently, studies

in other insects heavily relied on this framework (i.e.

Drosophila paradigm), testing the function of a handful

of genes learned from Drosophila studies. However, with

the recent advances of molecular biology techniques, we

are finally reaching the stage where Drosophila type genet-

ics and genomics are possible even in other non-Drosophila
species. By analyzing the function of Ubx in various insects

at a level that is currently only achievable in Drosophila, we

will be able to obtain a less biased view of the function of

Ubx, which will in turn lead to a more comprehensive

understanding of the molecular mechanisms that have

facilitated the diversification of insect wings.
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